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Suggested Procedures for Remote Notarization and Attestation 

of Estate Planning Documents in Georgia 
 
On April 9, 2020, Governor Kemp signed Executive Order 04.09.20.01 (Temporarily Allowing 
Remote Notarization and Attestation), which provides that any requirement under Georgia law 
that a document “be signed, subscribed, executed, witnessed, attested, acknowledged, or affirmed 
in the physical presence of another individual or other individuals may be satisfied by the use of 
audio-video communication technology or any similar real-time means of electronic video 
conferencing that allows all of the parties to communicate with each other simultaneously by sight 
and sound.” 
 
The documents covered by the Executive Order include (but are not limited to) a power of attorney 
(O.C.G.A. §§ 10-6B-5, 19-9-129), verified petition filed in probate court (15-9-86, 29-9-11, 53-
11-8), antenuptial agreement (19-3-62), surrender of rights for adoption (19-8-4, 19-8-5, 19-8-6, 
and 19-8-7), return filed in probate court (29-9-11), standby guardian designation (29-2-11), 
nomination of guardian (29-4-3), nomination of conservator (29-5-3), advance directive for health 
care (31-32-5), designation of successor custodian (44-5-128), record of anatomical gift (44-5-
143, 44-5-144), and will or codicil (53-4-20). 
 
The Fiduciary Law Section of the State Bar of Georgia suggests the following as procedures to 
follow for remote witnessing of documents. These procedures should also satisfy the Executive 
Order’s requirements for remote notarization. 
 
1. The audio-video communication technology (“AVCT”) must allow for simultaneous (real-

time) communication among the individual signing the document (“the signer”) and the 
witness(es) and/or notary public (“the witness(es)”) by sight and sound. 

 
2. For notarization, the notary public must be an attorney licensed to practice law in Georgia 

or be operating under the supervision of an attorney licensed to practice law in Georgia. 
(“Supervision” means that the notary public “is an employee, independent contractor, 
agent, or other representative of an attorney or an attorney observes the execution of 
documents either in person or via the real-time audio-video communication technology.”) 

 
3. The signer should be physically located in Georgia during the AVCT session. 
 
4. The witness(es) should be physically located in Georgia during the AVCT session. (For 

notarization, the notary public must be physically located in Georgia.) 
 
5. If the signer is not personally known to the witness(es), the signer should present valid 

photo identification during the AVCT session. (For notarization, the signer must present 
“satisfactory evidence of identity as required in Code Section 45-17-8, while connected to 
the real-time audio-video communication technology.”) 

 



6. The signer should affirmatively state during the AVCT session the nature of the document 
the signer is signing. 

 
7. Each page of the document being witnessed should be shown to the witness(es) and 

initialed by the signer. The signer’s act of initialing should be sufficiently visible during 
the AVCT session for the witness(es) to observe. 

 
8. The document should be signed and dated (with time of signature) by the signer. The 

signer’s act of signing the document should be sufficiently visible during the AVCT session 
for the witness(es) to observe. 

 
9. After signing, the signer should transmit (by electronic communication, fax, or courier) a 

legible copy of the entire signed document directly to the witness(es) on the same calendar 
day that the signer signs. 

 
10. The witness(es) should sign and date the transmitted copy of the document as witness(es) 

on the same calendar day that the signer signs. If there is a requirement that the document 
be attested in the presence of the signer, the witness’s act of signing the document should 
be sufficiently visible during the AVCT session for the signer to observe. 

 
11. For a document requiring more than one witness, each witness may participate in the 

AVCT session(s) with the signer and other witness(es) from different locations, and the 
signed document may be transmitted from the signer to a witness and then to subsequent 
witness(es) so that each party will have signed on the same copy of the document. 

 
12. The document, including any attestation, jurat, acknowledgment, or certificate signed by 

the witness(es), should state that the applicable requirement under Georgia law was 
satisfied under the authority of Executive Order 04.09.20.01. 

 
13. After signing, the witness(es) should deliver (by courier, U.S. Mail, or express delivery) 

the entire document signed by the witness(es) to the signer (or the signer’s attorney) within 
a reasonable period of time. 

 
14. The Executive Order provides: “[T]he official date and time of the notarization or 

witnessing … shall be the date and time when the notary and/or witness(es) witness the 
signature via the video conference technology.” 

 
15. When feasible, a document signed pursuant to these procedures should be re-executed 

under ordinary procedures at a later time. 
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